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Programme

9.00 Welcome address
Giovanni Iamartino – University of Milan, Coordinator of PRIN 2009 WFSAAK “Within and beyond borders: usage and norm in Western European Languages”
Roberta Facchinetti – University of Verona, Head of the Department of Foreign Languages and Literatures

9.30 Gisella Langé – MIUR – Ministero dell’Istruzione, dell’Università e della Ricerca
Language Policies: favouring school internationalization in a changing world

Keynote Speech
10.10 Barbara Seidlhofer – University of Vienna
ELF-informed pedagogy: from code-fixation to language awareness

11.00 Coffee break

11.30 Yasemin Bayyurt – Boğaziçi University, Istanbul
Nicos C. Sifakis – Hellenic Open University, Greece
Transforming into an ELF-aware teacher: insights from a self-education program

Keynote Speech
12.10 Anna Mauranen – University of Helsinki
What is going on in Academic ELF? Findings and implications

13.00 Lunch break

14.30 Jennifer Jenkins – University of Southampton
The waters of globalization and university English

15.20 Paola Vettorel – University of Verona
Primary school teachers’ perceptions: Engishes, ELF, classroom practices and international partnerships

15.50 Lucilla Lopriore – University of Roma Tre
Young learners in ELF classrooms: a shift in perspective

16.20 Coffee break

16.50 Luciana Pedrazzini, Andrea Nava – University of Milan
Raising trainee teachers’ awareness of language variation through data-based tasks

17.30 Luisa Bozzo – University of Turin
Which English(es) to teach? Empowering trainee teachers to make their choices

18.00 Final remarks and discussion

The Symposium was made possible by funding from the Italian Ministry of Education, University and Scientific Research

PRIN 2009 WFSAAK Within and beyond borders: usage and norm in Western European Languages
English and French linguistic identities in 21st century Europe: contacts and contaminations between rules and usage

For further info visit the Symposium website http://prin-confs-2013.dlls.univr.it/prin/newFrontiers.html